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Six search words from random word generator, I know the words from start of session. 

Green Gram Drum Stick Stairs Mobile Music Player Nose

Red element high above, it is shaped like a dish, the outer walls make a circular round perimeter all 
around, it is open top and like a dish or a bowl that something could be put into. It is a manmade 
object. Underneath it are purple sparkles like the crackle embers that form after fireworks these 
also made the crackling noise. 

The bottom of the dish is bulging downward and has an irregular shape like a fabric pouch there. 

The dish is high up and from its left side extends a strip arm away from it like the handle of a frying 
pan almost except flat. 

1:49 PM Secondary stage. 

Under the pouch: It is perfectly still and not moving. Something has been dropped into the pouch. I 
touch the rim and find the purple crackling underneath. We are high up with the red element. It has 
that pouch throat like a pelican. There are little yellow pieces like candies in the pouch. 

Amount of probing is now about the same as for previous sessions so I need to stop. 

1:56 PM End RV. 

This session is a perfect A. From the target image we could not have expected much more. To say 
that it is electronics can come in the initial stage from initial impressions, or it might have needed 
more probing. I knew I had a manmade object, the round ring rim perimeter is there and the 
rectangular handle element as well. The crackles could have been detected from electronics. The 
yellow piece is also found and looks like the yellow number zero on the display, the number nine 
might look like another yellow candy. When I drew them I drew two but made them three just for 
good measure just to show "a bunch of them" but I could have also stopped at two (but didn't). 

Beautiful drawing, beautiful report, for this target image I am very happy with the correlation. Grade 
is A. 

"Green Gram", "Mobile", "Drum Stick", "Music Player", "Stairs", "Nose" to show what words were 



composite words. 

Image source https://www.banggood.com/V7-Dialog-DA14585-Camouflage-strap-Smart-Bracelet-
Sleep-Monitor-Fitness-Tracker-Sport-Watch-p-1287362.html
Image link 
https://img.staticbg.com/images/oaupload/banggood/images/BC/A6/bac4b861-9570-4ae9-a99d-
acd1726d4da8.jpg

2:02 PM End session. 


